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ABSTRACT 

Asimulation model for the study of trickle irrigation 
uniformity was developed which treats the various 

equipment, system and other factors known to influence 
emitter flow rate variation. The model provides a tool for 
the assessment of global trickle uniformity in the sense 
that the assessment need not be spatially or otherwise 
restricted. A number of simulations were made to 
determine the sensitivity of global trickle uniformity to 
each of the determining factors. Emitter plugging, the 
number of emitters per plant, and emitter 
manufacturing variation are the most significant factors 
influencing the uniformity of trickle irrigation systems. 

INTRODUCTION 

The uniformity of water application to plants by 
trickle irrigation systems is an important concept 
affecting the design and operation of these systems 
(Howell et al., 1980; Merriam and Keller, 1978). Many 
researchers have studied trickle irrigation uniformity, 
though most assessments have been limited in scope. 
Studies have been restricted either to a typical lateral 
(e.g., Howell and Hiler, 1974; Wu and Gitlin, 1974), or 
to only a few of the factors known to affect trickle 
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irrigation uniformity (e.g., Nakayama and Bucks, 1981; 
Zur and Tal, 1981). Borrowing a term from 
mathematics, uniformity studies that are spatially or 
otherwise restricted can be said to assess local 
uniformity. In contrast, a global study of trickle 
uniformity would consider the wide variety of factors 
affecting uniformity; pressure differences due to 
elevation changes or friction losses throughout the entire 
pipe network; spatial and temporal variations in water 
temperature; emitter response to water temperature and 
pressure; manufacturing (unit to unit) variation in 
emitters and pressure regulators; the number of water 
application points per plant; and the degree and extent 
of emitter clogging. 

A review of selected studies on trickle irrigation 
uniformity is summarized in Table 1. Clearly, most prior 
work on trickle uniformity is local in nature. No study 
addresses all of the factors influencing uniformity, and 
only three consider as many as five variables. While 
many of the studies treat lateral line hydraulics, only two 
treat both lateral and manifold hydraulics. Little work 
has been done on the effects of water temperature 
variation and emitter plugging. 

The objectives of the present work are: (a) to introduce 
the notion of global uniformity in trickle irrigation; 
(b) to present a model which can be used in simulation 
studies of global trickle uniformity; and (c) to give some 
indication of the relative importance of the various 
factors influencing uniformity. 

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Following the practice of Bralts (1983) and Solomon 
and Keller (1978), the object of study is taken to be the 

TABLE 1. FACTORS CONSIDERED IN SELECTED TRICKLE UNIFORMITY STUDIES 

# 
1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

11 . 
12. 

13 . 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Reference 

Bralts et al., 1981a 
Bralts et al., 1981b 
Braud and Soom, 1981 
Howell and Hiler, 1974 
Karmeli et al., 1978 
Nakayama and Bucks, 1981 
Nakayama et al., 1979 
Parchomchuk, 1976 
Perold, 1977 
Solomon, 1977 
Solomon, 1979 
Solomon and Keller, 1978 
Wuand Gitlin, 1974 
Wuand Gitlin, 1977 
Wuand Gitlin, 1983 
Zur and Tal, 1981 
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trickle system subunit: an independently controlled 
portion of a trickle system, consisting of emitters, lateral 
lines, a manifold feeding the lateral lines, and perhaps 
pressure regulators at the lateral inlets. It is assumed 
that the manifold is fed at one end, and that laterals 
extend from one side of the manifold. Cases involving 
center-fed laterals and manifolds are covered by straight 
forward generalizations of the theory developed here. 
Throughout the following, M denotes the relative 
position along the manifold, ranging from zero at the 
inlet to unity at the downstream end. Similarly, L is the 
relative distance along a lateral. Any position within the 
subunit can be identified by the coordinate pair (M,L). 
The subunit inlet is at (0,0), while the downstream end of 
the last lateral on the manifold is at (1,1). 

Emitter Flow Rate 
The flow rate from individual emitters depends on 

operating pressure, water temperature, manufacturing 
variation, and the degree to which the emitter is plugged. 
It is usually assumed that over some range of pressure 
(H) the emitter flow rate (q) is proportional to Hx. The 
exponent x characterizes the emitter flow regime, and 
normally falls between zero and one. The emitter flow 
rate may be specified by: 

q - K K v K T K p H x [1] 

where 
K = constant of proportionality 
Kv = adjustment due to manufacturing variability 
KT = adjustment due to water temperature 
Kp = adjustment due to emitter plugging 
Manufacturing variation of emitters is characterized 

by ve, the emitter coefficient of variation. ve is defined as 
the ratio of standard deviation to mean emitter flow rate, 
measured at a standard pressure and temperature, with 
no plugging. ve is typically below 0.15, though values as 
high as 0.40 have been measured. Solomon (1977, 1979) 
presented values of x and ve for a number of different 
types of emitters. If it is assumed that manufacturing 
variation results in normally distributed flow rates, then 
a stochastic expression for Kv is 

Kv = l + v e Z 1 [2] 

where Zx is a value drawn at random from the standard 
normal variate. 

Water temperature can influence emitter flow rate 
through changes in the viscosity of water, the size of 
emitter passages, or in the properties of the resilient 
materials used in some emitters. The studies of 
Parchomchuk (1976), Solomon (1977) and Zur and Tal 
(1981) indicate that, with a few exceptions, the effect of 
water temperature on emitter flow rate is roughly linear. 
Parchomchuk (1976) noted that for some microtube 
emitters, the flow regime changes from laminar to 
turbulent near a critical temperature. Even for these 
emitters, though, flow was linear with temperature 
except near the critical temperature. Flow rate 
dependence on water temperature may be characterized 
by kT, the percent increase in flow rate per °C increase in 
water temperature. (For some emitters, flow rate 
decreases with increasing temperature. Hence kT may be 
negative.) If T is water temperature, and Tn is the 
temperature at which the emitter exhibits nominal 

characteristics, then 

KT = 1 + (kT/100)(T-Tn) [3] 

Published data (Parchomchuk, 1976; Solomon, 1977; 
Zur and Tal, 1981) indicate that kT may range from 
-0.68 to 6.80, though kT does not usually exceed 
about 1.4. 

Bralts et al. (1981b) noted that emitter plugging could 
be either full or partial. They defined partial plugging as 
a reduction in emitter flow rate due to a decrease in the 
size of the emitter flow passage. Complete plugging, of 
course, reduces the flow rate to zero. Let Pp be the 
portion of the emitters that are either partially or fully 
plugged, and Pc be the portion of plugged emitters that 
are completely plugged. Let a be the fracton of the 
normal emitter flow rate achieved by the partially 
plugged emitters. Finally, let U be a value drawn at 
random from a variate uniformly distributed on the 
interval [0,1]. 

Kp= 1 f o r U > P p 

0 forU<P p P c 

a f o r P p P c < U < P p [4] 

Trickle system uniformity, as related to crop yields, 
depends on the uniformity of water application to each 
plant. Since plants often receive water from more than 
one emitter, this may not equal the uniformity of 
individual emitter application rates. Solomon (1979) 
noted that with multiple emitters per plant, the 
uniformity of application per plant is higher than the 
uniformity of application per emitter. Bralts et al. 
(1981b) and Nakayama and Bucks (1981) found that this 
effect is particularly important when emitter plugging is 
considered. If n is the number of emitters per plant, then 
qt, the total flow rate delivered to a plant, is given by 

qt = (KKTHx) jSfK^Kp.) [5] 
i= l x x 

where Kv. and KP are the manufacturing variation and 
plugging adjustment factors determined for individual 
emitter i. It is the uniformity of qt that is significant. 

Equations [1] and [5] presume that the various factors 
influencing emitter flow rate do so independently. While 
this is a reasonable premise for the current study, some 
degree of interdependence probably does exist. The 
experience of the author and others (V.F. Bralts, 
personal communication) indicates that ve may change 
somewhat with H, and occasionally with T. Though the 
range of pressure for which x remains fixed may be quite 
broad, x is, in general, dependent on H. x may also 
change with T, as in the case of the microtubes studied 
by Parchomchuk (1976), or emitters incorporating 
resilient materials whose properties change with 
temperature. These observations notwithstanding, 
equations [1] and [5] will be accepted as valid, and used 
to (stochastically) determine individual emitter and plant 
application rates once operating pressure and water 
temperature are known. The following sections address 
the distribution of pressure and temperature within a 
trickle irrigation subunit. 

Subunit Hydraulics 
As noted above, manifold and lateral line hydraulics 
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are not often treated jointly. Solomon and Keller (1978) 
presented a closed form expression for the pressure (H) 
at any point within a trickle subunit, H(M,L). Their 
derivation was based on an empirical fit to the shape of 
the friction loss curves observed for typical trickle 
laterals, and required some simplifications regarding the 
changes in lateral line hydraulics with position on the 
manifold. More recently, Bralts (1983) used the finite 
element method to analyze this problem. He presented 
an approximate closed form expression used to initialize 
the finite element solution. The derivation presented 
below results in a closed form solution that avoids some 
of the simplifying approximations in previous work. 

Consider first the change in pressure along an 
individual trickle lateral line due to friction loss. Wu and 
Gitlin (1974) and others have shown that the pressure at 
relative position L is given by 

H(L) = H(0)-F£[ l -(1-L) a + 1] [6] 

where 
H(L) = pressure at relative position L 
H(0) = pressure at the inlet 
F i = total friction loss in the lateral 
L = relative position along the lateral 
a = constant 

The constant a in equation [6] is, in fact, the flow rate 
exponent in the friction loss formula used. Watters and 
Keller (1978) presented data showing that friction losses 
in trickle tubing is most correctly expressed by the 
Darcy-Weisbach equation when combined with the 
Blasius formula for the friction factor, which results in a 
flow rate exponent of 1.75. Thus equation [6] may be 
written 

H(L) = H(0) j l -g [ l - ( l -L) 2 ' 7 5 ] j [7] 

where 
g = lateral friction loss ratio F/[H(0)] 
The emitter discharge per unit length of lateral is a 

function of pressure. The discharge q(L) from an 
incremental lateral length dL located at position L is 
given by 

q(L) = K'[H(L)]xdL [8] 

where K' is a constant of proportionality. The total flow 
rate for the lateral (Q) can be found by integrating 
equation [8]. Making the variable substitution J = (1-L), 

Q = K ' [ H ( 0 ) ] x / [ l -g( l - ja+l)]x d j [ 9 ] 

o 
For most emitters, 0<x<l, rendering equation [9] 
problematical. A series solution can be obtained by 
integrating the binomial expansion of the integrand, 
term by term. This leads to the approximate result 

Q= K' [H(0)]x(l-g)x j l+[x/(a+l)][g/(l-g)] j . . [10] 

The bionomial expansion series can be shown to 
converge only for g < 0.5, hence this restriction also 
applies to equation [10]. The expression is exact for x = 1 
and x = 0. An examination of the higher order terms in 
the series solution shows that when a is taken as 1.75, 
equation [10] is correct to within 2%, with the greatest 
errors being produced when x and g are both near 0.5. 

Now suppose that two identical laterals are operated at 
initial pressures H^O) and H2(0), resulting in flow rates 
Q1? and Q2, friction losses Fj and F2, and lateral friction 
loss ratios g{ and g2 respectively. It will be useful to 
develop an expression for g2 in terms of the other 
quantities. Since F is proportional to Qa for each lateral, 
(F/Fi) = (Q2/Qx)a, which leads to 

g2
 = gi kax-1Aa<x~1> Ba [11] 

where 
k = [H^OJ/H^O)] 
A = [(l-g2)/(l-gl)] 
B = [(a+2)(l-g2) + xg2]/[(a+2)(l-gl) +xgl] 

Since g2 appears on both sides of equation [11], it is only 
implicitly determined. The form of equation [11] 
suggests that an interation scheme on g2 might be useful. 
Unfortunately, this produces an oscillating divergent 
series. Judiciously reducing the size of the change in g2 at 
each step, however, results in a series of estimates that 
converges slowly to the solution of equation [11]. 
Examination of solutions for a range of conditions lead 
to the following approximate expression for g2. 

g2 = g i k ( a x " 1 + b ) [12] 

where 
b = (-0Mx)(x-l/eL)(3A4-x)g^ 
c = 1 . 1 4 - 0 . 2 8 x 

The form of equation [12] is suggested by two 
observations: first, whenever g2 is approximately equal to 
gl9 A and B in equation [11] are both approximately one; 
second, the error introduced by assuming A = B = 1 will 
be dependent on k. Once g2 for a given condition has 
been determined by solving equation [11], the value of b 
that makes equation [12] exact may be calculated. The 
forms of equations [10] and [11] imply that b must equal 
zero whenever x = 0 or x = 1/a. The complete expression 
for b was derived from an exploration of the effects of x 
and g{ on b. The coefficients of this expression were 
fitted for a = 1.75. The expression is exact for x = 0 and 
x = 1/a, and is correct to within 1% for k < 2, which 
should cover conditions in most trickle system subunits. 
Even for k as large as 3, the maximum error is just 
over 3%. 

Equations [7] and [12] can be combined to describe 
the pressure changes due to friction losses for laterals 
within a trickle irrigation subunit. A description of 
manifold hydraulics is also needed in order to specify the 
lateral inlet pressures. Wu and Gitlin (1977) analyzed 
constant diameter trickle manifolds in a manner similar 
to laterals by treating each lateral on the manifold as a 
4'large emitter." Equation [6], with L replaced by M, 
should apply to manifold pressure changes due to 
friction losses. On the assumption that the Hazen-
Williams formula for friction loss holds for manifold 
pipes, Wu and Gitlin (1977) used the value a = 1.852 for 
manifolds. Watters and Keller (1978), however, claimed 
that a = 1.75 is appropriate for small diameter plastic 
pipe as well as trickle tubing. They recommended using 
a = 1.75 for plastic pipe with nominal diameter less than 
125 mm. The difference is probably not significant, since 
both vlaues of a give similar results. The maximum 
difference between [l-(l-L)175] and [l-(l-L)1-825] is only 
about 3%. In the present study, a = 1.75 has been used 
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for both laterals and manifolds. Thus pressure changes 
due to friction losses in constant diameter manuifolds 
may be described by 

H(M,0) = H(0,0) - Fm [l-(l-M)2-75] [13] 

where 
M = relative position along the manifold 
Fm = total friction loss in the manifold 
Manifolds need not be constructed of a constant 

diameter, of course. "Tapered" manifolds use smaller 
pipe sizes downstream as the flow in the manifold 
decreases. A common approach to designing tapered 
manifolds is to select pipe sizes so as to maintain a nearly 
constant head loss per unit manifold length (Solomon 
and Keller, 1978). For fully tapered manifolds, then, 
H(M,0) = H(0,0) - M Fm. This can be expressed in a 
form similar to equation [13]: 

H(M,0) = H(0,0) - Fm[l-(l-M)] [14] 

The similarity in form between equations [13] and [14] 
suggests that the exponent of (1-M) might be related to 
an indocator of how the manifold has been constructed. 
Let T be a dimensionless measure of the degree to which 
the manifold is tapered, T = 0 for a constant diameter 
manifold, and T = 1 for a fully tapered manifold. Using 
this parameter, equations [13] and [14] may be 
combined. 

H(M,0) - H(0,0) - Fm [ l - ( l -m) d ] [15] 

where 
d = 1 + a(l-r) 
T = measure of relative manifold taper 
Another type of manifold construction employs 

pressure regulators to minimize variation in lateral inlet 
pressure. When regulators are used, H(M,0) = R, where 
R is the regulators' output pressure. Regulators are 
available with either fixed or adjustable outlet pressures. 
Regulators may be placed at the head of each lateral, or 
one regulator may control three to five laterals tied 
together (S. Hawkins and J. Tucker, personal 
communication). The latter approach is common with 
adjustable regulators, since they tend to be designed for 
higher flow rates. Regulator output pressure depends on 
model, inlet pressure, and flow rate, though the 
dependency on inlet pressure can be quite slight. For 
example, the outlet pressure of one model varies only 7 
kPa (1 psi) over a 455 kPa (65 psi) range of inlet 
pressures, (Anon., 1983). For a given model of fixed 
regulators, the nominal output pressure decreases as the 
flow rate through the regulator increases. This should 
not be a limitation, however, since regulated laterals are 
not expected to change flow rate. Thus the major source 
of variation in regulated lateral inlet pressure is probably 
unit to unit variation in the regulators themselves. One 
manufacturer uses 100% water testing to ensure that 
unit to unit variation in output pressure does not exceed 
± 6 % (Anon., 1982). Typical coefficients of variation 
(ratio of standard deviation to mean) for other pressure 
regulators are about 0.05 (D.W. Hendrickson, personal 
communication). Adjustable pressure regulators can be 
adjusted to the required outlet pressure after 
installation. The variations in these instances will depend 
on the accuracy of the pressure gauge used and the 

diligence of the worker. R.D. Grassick (personal 
communication) estimates that with care, an output 
pressure coefficient of variation of 0.02 may be attained. 

Assuming inlet pressures of regulated trickle laterals 
are normally distributed, they may be described by the 
stochastic equation 

H(M,0) =R(l+vRZ2) [16] 

where 
R = nominal regulator outlet pressure 
vR = pressure regulator coefficient of variation 
Z2 = a value drawn at random from the standard 

normal variate 
A single expression, valid for all types of manifolds, may 
be formed by using H(0,0) for R, setting Fm = 0 for 
regulated laterals, and vR = 0 for unregulated ones. 

H(M,0) = H(0,0) [l+vRZ2] - Fm[ l-( l-M)d] . . . . [17] 

The development thus far has considered only pressure 
changes due to friction loss. However, elevation changes 
throughout the subunit will also influence emitter 
operating pressures. Let E(M,L) be the elevation at 
position (M,L), and AE(M,L) = E(0,0) - E(M,L). It is 
commonly assumed that the effects of friction losses and 
elevation differences are independent (Howell et al., 
1980). If E and H are measured in the same units, then 
the operating pressure at (M,L) will be the sum of 
AE(M,L) and the pressure determined by a combination 
of equations [7], [12], and [17]: 

H(M,L) = H(M,0) j l -gm[ l~(l-L) a + 1] j +AE(M,L) 

[18] 
gm=gC[H(M,0)/H(l,0)] ( a x " 1 + b ) 

gc =Ffi/H(l,0) 

H(1,0) = H(0,0) - Fm 

H(M,0) = H(0,0) [l+vRZ2] - Fm[ l-( l-M)d ] 

where 
gm = head loss ratio for lateral at position M 
gi = head loss ratio for last lateral on manifold 
F i = friction loss in last lateral on manifold 
Fm = friction loss in the manifold 
a = 1.75 
b =(-0.83x)(x-l/a)(3.14-x)g1

c 

c = 1.14-0.28x 
d = 1 + a(l-x) 

It will be convenient to define F as the total subunit 
friction loss, F = Fm + Ft. To specify the pressure 
distribution in a trickle subunit using equation [18], the 
following must be specified: the constants H(0,0), F, 
(Fm/F|), vR and T; and the function AE(M,L). 

Water Temperature Variation 
Because the flow rate from some emitters is sensitive to 

water temperature (Solomon, 1977), the variation in 
water temperature throughout the subunit must be 
considered. Trickle laterals, and sometimes manifolds, 
are often placed above ground, and hence are subject to 
weather changes and solar radiation. The water 
temperatures in exposed laterals should increase with 
distance from the inlet. Furthermore, the decrease with 
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Relative Distance - L 

Fig. 1—Water temperature increase in trickle 
irrigation laterals. 

distance of flow rate within the lateral suggests that the 
rate of temperature increase should also increase with 
distance along the lateral. Temperatures as high as 77°C 
(170°F) at the end of laterals have been reported (Anon., 
1975). Parchomchuk (1976) observed temperature 
increases of up to 19°C (34°F) in laterals laid on the soil 
surface, and 6°C (11°F) for a lateral buried 150 mm 
(6 in.) below the surface, while Gilad et al. (1968) 
observed a 12°C (22°F) rise in temperature for an 
exposed lateral. These reports also present water 
temperature as a function of distance along the lateral 
for three exposed laterals. Fig. 1 displays these data in 
dimensionless form. The expression below provides a 
good fit (r2 = 0.95) to these data: 

T(L) = T(0) + ATC[1-(1-L)0-644] [19] 

where 
T(L) = water temperature at relative lateral 

position L 
AT, = T(l) - T(0) 

If all laterals are assumed to have the same water 
temperature change AT,, and the manifold experiences 
a temperature change ATm, then the water temperature 
T at any point (M,L) in the trickle subunit will be given 
by 

T(M,L) = T(0,0) + ATm[l-(l-M)0-6 4 4] 

+ AT£[1-(1-L)0-644] [20] 

While equation [20] was developed for water 
temperature increases during the day, it may also apply 
for temperature decreases that might occur. At night, 
the lateral should radiate heat from the water to the 
surrounding colder environment, reducing water 
temperature. This effect would be most pronounced near 
the end of the lateral where water velocities are the 
lowest. Thus equation [20] is qualitatively correct for 
temperature decreases as well as increases, and in the 
absence of evidence to the contrary, may be assumed to 
hold regardless of the signs of ATm and AT,. 

Parchomchuk (1976) noted that water temperatures 
may be expected to vary with time as well as position. 
AT, for one lateral changed from 16°C (29°F) on a 
bright sunny day to 6°C (11°F) on a cloudy day. His 
supply water temperature varied 22°C (40°F) between 
spring and summer. Although data in this area are 
scarce, some assumptions regarding temporal variation 
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in water temperature are required to evaluate water 
temperature effects on subunit uniformity. In the 
following, AT = ATm + AT,. 

Water temperatures are subject to diurnal, short term 
day to day, and long term seasonal variations. To predict 
the water temperature distribution within a subunit for a 
part icular irrigation event, water temperature 
information on all three time scales would be required. 
When considering, however, the uniformity of 
cumulative application from multiple irrigation events, 
temporal variations in AT will, to some extent, average 
out. Since the influence of water temperature on emitter 
flow rate is linear (cf. equations [1], [3]) cumulative 
application over some period will be influenced by the 
average water temperature over that period. Seasonal 
application, for example, is determined by the expected 
value of water temperature over the irrgation season. 

From the standpoint of crop yield, though, it is 
probably not wise to mathematically average out 
temporal variations in application over two long a 
period. A deficit may have done its damage long before a 
compensating, but tardy, excess application comes 
along. This is particularly true for trickle irrigation, 
which may wet considerably less soil volume than other 
irrigation methods. 

The approach taken here is to assume that short term 
fluctuations in AT are self-compensating, but that the 
longer term seasonal effects are not. This implies that 
uniformity evaluation should be done using water 
temperature values typical to the most water critical 
stage of growth. Thus the water temperature model 
equation [20] will be initialized by specifying such typical 
values for T(0,0), AT, and (ATm/AT,). Note that the 
critical growth stage need not coincide with extreme 
values of AT, since the crop canopy may shade the 
laterals then. In some cases, young orchards for 
instance, canopy shading is not a factor. 

PROCEDURE 

The uniformity of the trickle irrigation subunit is 
determined by the distribution of qt as determined in 
equation [5]. This will involve a combination of the 
distributions of H, T, KT and Kp within the subunit. 
While techniques for describing and combining these 
individual distributions are available (Solomon, 1983), 
estimating the properties of the distribution of qt by 
simulation is simpler and entirely adequate for present 
purposes. The simulation process may be summarized as 
follows. 

1. Specify values for emitter and subunit 
parameters. 

2. Choose N pairs (M,L), specifying N positions 
within the subunit. 

3. For each position: 
(a) Using equations [18] and [20], compute 
H(M,L) and T(M,L), the pressure and water 
temperature at (M,L). 
(b) Using equations [2] and [4], determine n 
values each for the manufacturing variation and 
plugging adjustment factors Kv and Kp. 
(c) Using equation [15], determine the 
application rate for the plant (group of n emitters) 
located at (M,L). 

Step 2 requires further elaboration. Values for M and 
L could be selected at random (and there are several ways 
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to accomplish this), or could be deterministically 
specified to ensure positions uniformly dispursed 
throughout the subunit. The latter approach was used in 
present study. Twenty five laterals were chosen, with 
their positions along the manifold determined by 
M = [(i-l)/24] for i = 1 to 25. Along each lateral, forty 
plant locations were determined by L = [(j-l)/39] for 
j = 1 to 40. This results in a sample size of N = 1000 
locations, large enough to make reliable estimates of 
subunit uniformity. Suppose JU, o, and v are the mean, 
standard deviation and coefficient of variation for the 
population of qt values, and m, s, and V are estimates 
thereof computed from the simulated sample. For 
N = 1000, 95% confidence limits (Walpole, 1968) on \JL 
and o are (m ± 0.062s) and (0.959s, 1.047s) respectively. 
For v ~ 0.2, 95% confidence limits on [x are (V ± 0.01). 

While it is common for scientific computer languages 
to include a built-in function for providing uniformly 
distributed (pseudo) random numbers, some adjustment 
may be necessary to produce normally distributed 
random numbers. A technique taken from Law and 
Kelton (1982) was used for this purpose. Their algorithm 
takes pairs of observations (Ut, U2) drawn from a variate 
uniformly distributed on [0,1] and transforms them into 
a pair of observations (Zu Z2) drawn from a standard 
normal variate. The steps of the process are: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Generate U, and U? 

u, =2U,-1. = 2 U r l . w 
If w > 1 then return to step 1. 
W = [(l-2 lnw)/w]0 5 . 
Z, = Ul W. Z2 = u2 W. 

A number of simulation runs were made for this study. 
Some of the subunit parameters were held constant for 
all runs. It was assumed that all pressure differences 
were due to friction losses, so the terrain function 
AE(M,L) = 0. Thus F represents the maximum pressure 
differential throughout the subunit. Since the standard 
water temperature for measuring emitter flow 
characteristics is 20°C (Parchomchuk, 1976; Solomon, 
1977), it was assumed that T(0,0) = Tn = 20°C. Because 
the temperature change in the manifold will usually be 
considerably smaller than that in the laterals, ATm and 
AT^ were taken as 0 and 20°C respectively. 

Low, medium, and high values were assigned to each 
parameter (except those dealing with emitter plugging), 
indicating the range of conditions that might be expected 
in practice. Table 2 lists these parameter values. Various 
types of plugging were simulated using different 
combinations of values for P Pc, and a, as shown in 
Table 3. Three series of simulations were made. The first 
series consisted of a "base" run with all parameters in 
Table 2 set to their medium levels, and without 
plugging, followed by simulations wherein one 
parameter at a time was changed to its low and then high 
value. The second series was the same as the first, except 
that the plugging parameters were set to simulate 
medium mixed plugging. The third series simulated the 
plugging conditions of Table 3, with all other parameters 
set to their medium levels. 

RESULTS 

Subunit uniformity was quantified by computing the 
coefficient of variation (V) for the qt values. The results 

TABLE 2. PARAMETER VALUES FOR SIMULATIONS 

Description Symbol Medium High 

Emit ter exponen t 
Emit ter coefficient of mfg. var. 
Water t empera ture sensitivity factor 
Number of emit ters per p lant 
Relative subuni t pressure differential 
Rat io of manifold to lateral friction loss 
Relative degree of manifold taper 
Regulator coefficient of mfg. var. 

X 
v e 
^ T 
n 

F / [ H ( 0 , 0 ) ] * 
F m / F £ 

r 
V R* 

[17] require 

0.0 
0.025 

- 0 . 4 
1 
0.1 
0.5 
0.0 
0.02 

tha t vt> = 

0.5 
0 .075 
0.0 
4 
0.2 
1 
0.5 
0 .05 

0 whenever 

1.0 
0.125 
0.6 
8 
0.3 
2 
1.0 
0.08 

*The convent ions associated with equat ion [17] require tha t V R 
F •£ 0, and F = 0 whenever v R =£ 0. 

TABLE 3. PARAMETER VALUES TO SIMULATE VARIOUS PLUGGING CONDITIONS 

Condit ion 

Full plugging only: 
None 
Medium (25%) 
High (50%) 

Partial plugging only: 
None 
Medium 
High degree* 
High ex ten t* 

Mixed plugging: 
None 
Medium 
High 

Port ion of emit ters 
fully or partially 

plugged 

<v 
0.0 
0.25 
0.50 

0.0 
0.25 
0.25 
0.50 

0.0 
0.25 
0.50 

Port ion of plugged 
emit ters fully 

plugged 

<Pc> 

0.0 
0.10 
0.10 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.10 
0.10 

Relative flow from 
partially plugged 

emit ters 
(a) 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
0.9 

1.0 
0.9 
0.8 

• " D e g r e e " refers to h o w much the flow from partially plugged emit ters is reduced, 
while " E x t e n t " refers to the number of emit ters in the subuni t tha t are affected 
by partial plugging. 
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Fig. 2—Sensitivity of subunit uniformity to 
changes in parameter values, in the absence of 
plugging. 
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Fig. 4—Sensitivity of subunit uniformity to 
type and level of plugging, with other 
parameters set to medium levels. 

Fig. 3—Sensitivity of subunit uniformity to 
changes in parameter values, in the presence 
of medium mixed plugging. 

of the first, second, and third series of simulations are 
illustrated in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 respectively. Increases in 
x, ve, F, and vR generally caused increases in V, while 
increases in kT and n decreased V. Changes in [ F ^ F J 
and x had little or no effect on V. Any type of plugging 
increased V. 

The single most significant factor influencing subunit 
uniformity is plugging. The base run V in the presence of 
plugging is nearly twice that observed in the absence of 
plugging. Furthermore, the presence of plugging seems 
to reduce the sensitivity of V to all other factors except n. 
As shown by Bralts et al. (1981b) and Nakayama and 
Bucks (1981), there is a strong interaction between the 
number of emitters per plant and plugging. Complete 
plugging of only a few emitters is more significant than 
partial plugging of larger numbers of emitters. The 
degree of reduction in flow from partially plugged 
emitters is relatively more important than the extent to 
which emitters throughout the entire subunit are affected 
(Fig. 4). 

In the presence of plugging (Fig. 3), the parameter of 
most significance is n, the number of emitters per plant. 
With medium mixed plugging, going from one to four 
emitters per plant reduces V by a factor of more than 
two. Even without plugging, V is strongly influenced by 
n, decreasing by a factor of 1.75 with a change of n from 
1 to 4. This sensitivity is the greatest for small n. 

The next most significant factors seem to be ve, the 
emitter coefficient of manufacturing variation, and kT, 
which characterizes the emitter flow rate response to 
water temperature. The low, medium and high values of 
ve in Table 2 were taken from ASAE EP405 (ASAE, 
1980) as the midpoint of the ranges classified therein as 
good, average, and marginal for point source emitters. 
The sensitivity of V to ve indicated in Figs. 2 and 3 is for 
n = 4. As noted by Solomon and Keller (1978) and 
others, there is an interaction between n and ve similar to 
that between n and plugging. The effect of ve on V would 
be much stronger for n < 4, and less severe for n > 4. The 
influence of kT on V is, of course, dependent on AT, 
taken as 20°C in the present study. Negative values of kT, 

implying that emitter slow rate decreases with water 
temperature, have a stronger impact on V than positive 
ones. Emitters for which kT is positive will tend to have 
higher flow rates at the end of lateral lines where 
temperatures are the highest, counter-balancing the 
effect of lower pressures there due to friction. 

The effects of emitter exponent (x) and relative head 
loss throughout the subunit [F/H(0,0)] are similar, a 
result not unexpected in light of the emitter discharge 
equation [1]. Recall that in the simulations done here 
(for which AE(M,L) = 0), F is a surrogate for the total 
pressure differential throughout the subunit. For fixed 
total differential, a shift in the magnitudes of F and AE 
is not expected to affect V greatly, although it may 
influence the shape of the distribution of emission rates 
in other ways. This is supported by the observation that 
changes in T and [Fm/FJ, which also change the shape of 
the distribution of pressures within the subunit (Solomon 
and Keller, 1978), cause negligible changes in V. 

The regulator coefficient of variation (vR) is less 
important than emitter coefficient of variation (ve), 
unless large n greatly mitigates the influence of ve. While 
ve is related directly to flow rate variation, vR relates only 
to variations in pressure, the significance of which is 
reduced so long as x < 1. The vR sensitivity curves of 
Figs. 2 and 3 do not pass through the common point of 
the other curves because F for these runs was fixed at 
F = 0.2, so any vR =£ 0 represents an additional source of 
variation within the subunit. This is representative of the 
field situation where the use of pressure regulators to 
eliminate pressure differences along the manifold allows 
greater differences along the laterals for the same total 
differential. As with the other factors, sensitivity of V to 
vR is reduced in the presence of plugging. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The uniformity of water applied to each plant by a 
trickle irrigation system depends on many factors, 
related to equipment characteristics, system design and 
maintenance (plugging). Traditional assessments of 
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trickle uniformity are local in the sense that they are 
spatially or otherwise restricted. A global assessment of 
trickle uniformity would consider all the factors that 
influence emitter uniformity. Relevant equipment 
factors are emitter flow rate response to operating 
pressure and water temperature, and manufacturing 
variation in emitters and pressure regulators. System 
factors include manifold and lateral line hydraulics, 
pressure differences due to friction losses and elevation 
differentials, the number of emitters per plant, and 
spatial and temporal variations in water temperature. 
Other important factors influenced by system 
maintenance are the extent of full plugging and the 
degree and extent of partial plugging. 

A simulation model was developed to enable the 
assessment of global trickle uniformity under various 
circumstances. The model includes a closed form 
expression for the pressure at any point within the 
subunit. The model components involving the 
distribution of water temperature and plugging are 
probably the weakest. Water temperature changes are 
assumed to follow empirically observed patterns, but the 
underlying data base is very small. The model assumes 
that there is no relationship between location within the 
subunit and the chance of plugging. Some field 
observations (Bralts et al., 1981b) support this 
assumption, but it may not be valid under all conditions. 
Since plugging and water temperature effects are among 
the more significant factors influencing subunit 
uniformity, further work in these areas would be 
desirable. 

The order of importance of those factors affecting 
subunit uniformity was found to be (most important 
factors first): plugging; number of emitters per plant; 
emitter coefficient of variation; emitter exponent; 
emitter flow response to water temperature; subunit 
pressure differences; pressure regulator coefficient of 
variation; ratio of manifold to lateral friction loss; and 
degree of manifold taper. This ranking is not absolute, 
since it depends on the range of values associated with 
each parameter. In a particular instance, some alteration 
to this list may be appropriate. However, the parameter 
values analyzed were chosen to represent the range of 
values usually encountered in practice, so the ranking as 
presented should be correct for most circumstances. 
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